Molecular dynamics simulation study of DNA triplex formed by mixed sequences in solution.
The unrestrained molecular dynamics simulation of the triple helical DNA with mix sequences d(GACTGGTGAC).d(CTGACCACTG)*d (GACTGGTGAC), using the particle mesh Ewald sum, is presented here. The Ewald summation method effectively eliminates the usualcut-of of the long range interactions and allowed us to evaluate the full effect of the electrostatic forces. The AMBER5.0 force field has been used during the simulation in solvent. The MD results support a dynamically stable model of DNA triplex over the entire length of the trajectory. The duplex structure assumes the conformation, which is very close to B-DNA. In mixed sequences the purine bases occurs in both strand of DNA duplex. The bases of third strand do not favor the Hoogsteen or/and reverse Hoogsteen type of Hydrogen bonding but they form hydrogen bonds with the bases of both the strand of DNA duplex. The orientation of the third strand is parallel to one of the strand of duplex and all nucleotides (C, A, G & T) show isomorphic behavior with respect to the DNA duplex. The conformation of all the three strands is almost same except few exceptions. Due to interaction of third strand the conformational change in the duplex structure and a finite amount of displacement in the W-C base pairs have been observed. The conformational variation of the back bone torsion angles and helicoidal parameters, groove widths have been discussed. The sequence dependent effects on local conformation, helicoidal and morphological structure, width of the grooves of DNA helix may have important implication for understanding the functional energetics and specificity of interactions of DNA and its triplexes with proteins, pharmaceutical agents and other ligands.